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When and where this all started…. 

The Rede Memorial 2008 – State of Pernambuco, Brazil

Four institutions

- Líber Laboratory

research center from the Federal 

University of Pernambuco

- City Museum

- State Public Library

- State Public Archives

Google maps

Goals → Create a community, share 

resources, technologies, problems 

and solutions, reach common goals, 

education and training…



The network in Recife and the 

first national meeting in 2011

31 public and private institutions signed a 

commitment letter – the Carta do Recife

Initial goals → Working with open access to 

information and standards for digitization 

projects of cultural and historical relevance



2012

Meeting at Cinemateca Brasileira, São Paulo

118 public and private institutions participated

Creation of the National Network

Rede Memorial

Second version of the commitment letter
Carta do Recife 2.0



Carta do Recife 2.0

Commitment to:
1 – Open, public and free access

2 – Sharing information and technology

3 – Accessibility standards

4 – Identification, organization, preservation and housing before digitization

5 – Standards for digitization and image processing

6 – Standards for metadata and digital repositories

7 – Standards for digital preservation

8 – Projects involving education, research and staff training

9 – Marketing and education: access to digitized collections

10 – Understanding and abiding by legal rights issues



8 – Projects involving education,

research and staff training

Project → The Digitization Kit

- Ministry of Culture, Digital Culture – now both extinct

- Project proposed and coordinated by 

Instituto Brasiliana/Cebrap

- Petrobras Cultural Grant / November 2013 – no funding since 2014

- Selection of 10 institutions out of more than 60 applicants



The importance of the kit
Interview with Margaret Hedstrom
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/series/pioneers/hedstrom.html

 “We need to appreciate the privileged position developed 

countries are in regarding technology," Margaret says. “The most 
threatened content in the world is the unique content in developing 

countries.” 

 “ …we need to be cognizant of the fact that because almost all the 

(digital preservation) emphasis is coming from a small number of 

developed countries, we're going to have a skewed historic 

perspective.”  

 Even if Western countries help digitize the collections of developing 
countries, it is crucial to also help them create a solid infrastructure 

and advance their capacity to care for their own digital heritage.



The Digitization Kit – the main ideas
Providing the opportunity for medium and small institutions to 

get involved with digital domain – use digitization as an entry door

→ In-house digitization

→ Good quality with low cost

→ Foster preservation and cataloging of originals and 

metadata standards for preservation/access
→ Discuss digitization for access and for preservation

→ Get hands-on experience with digital

→ Go from digitization to digital preservation

→ Provide access to their collections online

→ Be an active part of a network



The kit
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Unboxing!
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The training 

Training 1
1 week intensive

program with 

5 groups from 

southern Brazil

Training 2
1 week intensive

program with 

5 groups from 

northeastern Brazil
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The training
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The 10 
digitization 

kit labs 
throughout 

Brazil

Google maps

Training 2

Training 1



Several of the 

digitization 
labs in Brazil



Improving the Digitization Kit project – lessons learned

→ Build better communication between labs

→ Visits to labs during project

→ Training as a continuous activity

→ Centralized digitization lab for training, building

educational material, testing and research
→ Online platform for access to collections

→ Tainacan – open source online platform

→ Involvement in the dilemma of long-term digital 

preservation
→ Moving from projects to programs



→ The fragility of institutions 
governmental and 

institutional policies

→ The fragility of jobs
interns x hired positions

Some of the challenges

The fire at the National Museum, Brazil 
September 2018
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Thanks!
Millard Schisler – mschisl2@jhu.edu

Adjunct Faculty, online Masters in Museum Studies, Johns Hopkins University

Researcher, Núcleo de Cultura Digital – CEBRAP, Brazil

Nothing is built on stone; 

all is built on sand, 

but we must build as if 

the sand were stone.

Jorge Luis Borges
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